
I do hope this letter finds you well. I have he
ard many a good 

thing about your curious eye, your vast sense 
of discovery,  

and your willingness to put yourself at risk i
n the pursuit of 

adventure. I count on these reports of your ch
aracter being true. 

As optimistic as rumors may be with regards to
 your capabilities, 

time might betray us soon if we do not act now
.

We have assembled a collection of artifacts an
d evidence and we 

are prepared to ship them to you with the utmo
st promptness, 

provided you can first prove you have the curio
us and sharp 

mind required for the task. In order to test y
our skills and 

determination, we have attached some telltales
, hoping you will 

be able to make some sense out of them.

We are hoping you will be able to decipher the
se all by yourself, 

as much a delay as it may impose for us. I kno
w time is of the 

essence, but the very nature of our club is to
 not trust blindly, 

merely for the sake of haste. We have found ou
rselves in difficult 

situations before, having put souls such as yo
urs at risk, and 

we have learned the bitter consequences of car
elessness.  

We are hoping to count you amongst our few, th
ough trusted, 

associates. For we need all the help we can ge
t. 

On Rue Crémieux I gave you my heart, 
white, sweet, soft.  
By the coloured facades 
 we kissed 
 and your eyes said you liked it.

Brighton Pier saw us fight the wind 
 in our mutual embrace.  
We kissed again,  
but the kisses were dark, cold  and bitter.

Once more we kissed  
walking Las Ramblas,  
with dulcet, milky kisses 
 the colour of the greatest sunset.

The math of our love  
is really quite simple: 
 we add the good, 
 and take away the bad.
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NQXG JCU PQV ENQWFGF AQWT LWFIOGPV.
   UKV VKIJV, VJG RCEMCIG KU QP KVU YCA.



The following pages contain hints and the solution to each puzzle. If 
you need some help, make sure you only uncover one hint at a time!

Beware! Spoilers ahead!

Puzzle 1: The love poem

Hint 1 The poem mentions exact locations, and describes kisses very specifically. 
What could that mean?

Hint 2
Have you noticed that the kisses’ descriptions match the types of chocolate 
in the box? White, dark, and milk. Checking if the locations also match up 
might be a good idea.

Solution
Matching the descriptions and locations to the chocolate types, we know 
that the white chocolates are French (first verse), the dark chocolates are 
English (second verse), and the milk chocolates are Spanish (third verse). 
What to do next?



Hint 1
The poem mentions something about the math of love: adding the good 
and subtracting the bad. Do the chocolates have specific values attached 
to them?

Hint 2 The names of the chocolates are oddly underlined in some parts. What 
does this mean?

Hint 3 The underlined sections are phonetic numbers: “too” equals 2, “for” is 4, 
and “won” is 1. You should try solving the math of love from the poem.

Solution

The white chocolates have a value of 1 each, and there are four of them 
in the box. There are two milk chocolate bombons with a value of 4 each. 
The dark chocolates are three in total, with a value of 2 each. Following the 
poem’s words, adding the good moments (first verse –white chocolate– 
and third verse –milk chocolate) and subtracting the bad ones (second 
verse –dark chocolate) should give you a final number: 6!

Puzzle 3: The alphabet codex

Hint 1
There’s nothing too special about this strip of paper: it’s just an alphabet, 
with the number of each corresponding letter below them. Why is there a 
mark around the letter D?

Hint 2 D is the 4th letter of the alphabet. What was the final number you got from 
adding a subtracting the chocolate bombons?

Hint 3
The solution to the math of love is 6. What happens if you shift the whole 
alphabet by a few steps to align the letter D to spot 6? Perhaps researching 
what a Caesar Cypher is may help?

Solution

Shifting the whole alphabet by two spots –until the letter D aligns to 
number 6– will give a new, re-arranged alphabet that will help you 
decipher the cryptic note. For instance, E in a normal alphabet (spot 5) is 
G in the cryptic note (spot 7).

Once you’ve figured out each letter, a note reveals itself: “Love has not 
clouded your judgment. Sit tight, the package is on its way.”

Puzzle 2: The box of chocolates


